OUR WHEELS ARE IN MOTION AGAIN!
What to expect when returning to The Clay Studio

GUIDELINES FOR VISITORS TO OUR GALLERY AND SHOP

• masks required for entry
• limit 6 visitors (4 in galleries)
• maintain 6 feet social distance
• use designated public restroom, one person at a time
• follow blue tape floor markings near Sales Desk
• use hand sanitizer when entering and exiting

GUIDELINES FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN OUR CLASSROOMS

• masks required at all times
• wash hands with soap and water upon entry
• maintain 6 feet social distance
• limits on number of students per classroom are posted in each studio
• sign up for open studio hours on SignUpGenius.com
• do not change arrangement of wheels and tables
• limit one person at a time at sinks and wedging tables
• limit two persons in glaze room (30 min. limit) and in bisque area
• use hand sanitizers in stairway, keep to right when using stairway

GUIDELINES FOR ARTISTS IN OUR STUDIOS

• masks required at all times
• wash hands with soap and water upon entry
• maintain 6 feet social distance
* limits on number of artists in each studio are posted in each studio
• sign up for shared studio usage on SignUpGenius.com
• limit one person at a time at sinks
• use hand sanitizers in stairway, keep to right when using stairway